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SUMMARY The spectral efficiency of photonic networks can be en-
hanced by the use of higher modulation orders and narrower channel band-
width. Unfortunately, these solutions are precluded by the margins required
to offset uncertainties in system performance. Furthermore, as recently
highlighted, the disaggregation of optical transport systems increases the re-
quired margin. We propose here highly spectrally efficient networks, whose
margins are minimized by transmission-quality-aware adaptive modulation-
order/channel-bandwidth assignment enabled by optical performancemoni-
toring (OPM). Their effectiveness is confirmed by experiments on 400-Gbps
dual-polarization quadrature phase shift keying (DP-QPSK) and 16-ary
quadrature amplitude modulation (DP-16QAM) signals with the applica-
tion of recently developed Q-factor-based OPM. Four-subcarrier 32-Gbaud
DP-QPSK signals within 150/162.5/175GHz and two-subcarrier 32-Gbaud
DP-16QAM signals within 75/87.5/100GHz are experimentally analyzed.
Numerical network simulations in conjunction with the experimental re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed scheme can drastically improve network
spectral efficiency.
key words: network design, elastic optical network, performance monitor-
ing, higher-order modulation

1. Introduction

To improve the spectral efficiency of photonic networks,
bandwidth-variable transponders (BVTs) are highly effec-
tive as they permit the use of higher-order modulation for-
mats and denser wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
in an adaptive manner [1]–[3]. However, such spectrally ef-
ficient systems are susceptible to transmission impairments
such as fiber nonlinearity, amplified-spontaneous-emission
(ASE) noise, and signal-spectrum narrowing [4], [5]. The
distance-adaptive modulation can enhance the spectral effi-
ciency in the presence of fiber nonlinearity and ASE noise by
assigning the possible highest modulation order for each op-
tical path [1]. To maximize the spectral efficiency under the
influence of signal-spectrum narrowing, both the possible
highest modulation order and narrowest channel bandwidth
should be assigned to each optical path while meeting the
required transmission specifications of paths. However, to
accommodate uncertainties in the performance of compo-
nents including optical fibers, erbium-doped fiber amplifiers
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(EDFAs), and wavelength-selective switches (WSSs) and
to create truly robust systems, network and system design
tools have to set sufficient margins as determined by off-line
transmission performance analyses. The margins can easily
become excessive, i.e. higher than the actually needed mar-
gins [7]. Furthermore, the recent trend of optical transport
system (OTS) disaggregation forces even greater margins
[8]. Presently deployed all-in-one single-vendor network
systems use aggregate margins developed from the experi-
ences of system venders and network providers. Disaggre-
gation, however, isolates the margins of the disaggregated
parts, which can substantially enlarge the total margin and
as a result can increase network cost [7], [9]. In creating
reliable and robust networks under such circumstances, ex-
cessive margins need to be set to accommodate impairment
uncertainties and disaggregation effects, which hinders the
use of spectrally efficient modulation formats.

In this paper, we propose transmission-quality-aware
online network design and provisioning aiming at margin
minimization and spectral-efficiency maximization; the pro-
posal is enabled by a recently developed optical performance
monitor (OPM) with Q-factor measurements [10]. Network
spectral efficiency is maximized by assigning the possible
highest modulation order and narrowest channel bandwidth
in accordance with the actuallymeasured performance, since
our OPM can precisely assess transmission performance in
a path-by-path manner; a benefit not possible with off-line
design tools. The measured performance allows the highest
possible modulation order and narrowest channel bandwidth
to be assigned to each path without excessive margin.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
scheme by transmission experiments and network simula-
tions for different topologies. First, we measure the Q-factor
values of 400-Gbps signals by using ourOPM to demonstrate
its effectiveness in highly dense WDM networks; we exam-
ine four-subcarrier 32-Gbaud dual-polarization quadrature
phase shift keying (DP-QPSK) signals within 150/162.5/175
GHz and two-subcarrier 32-Gbaud dual-polarization 16-
ary quadrature-amplitude modulation (DP-16QAM) signals
within 75/87.5/100GHz. Second, we execute numerical net-
work simulations in conjunction with the measured results.
It is shown that our proposal can drastically improve the spec-
tral efficiency for the tested network topologies. A proof-of-
concept evaluation that assumed static-traffic scenarios was
reported in [11]. We extend the explanation and discussion
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by adding new network simulation results for dynamic traffic
scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 details our network design proposal based on our
recently developed OPM that uses Q-factor measurements.
In Sect. 3, we develop a network control algorithm to real-
ize our proposed network while suppressing spectrum frag-
mentation. Section 4 describes the Q-factor measurements
conducted by our OPM, where four-subcarrier 32-Gbaud
DP-QPSKsignals and two-subcarrier 32-GbaudDP-16QAM
signals are evaluated under different assigned channel band-
widths. Section 5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the pro-
posed network design and provisioning through network sim-
ulations, where the modulation order and channel bandwidth
are assigned to each path according to the measured results
so that the spectral efficiency is maximized. Finally, the
paper is concluded in Sect. 6.

2. Transmission-Quality-Aware Network Based on Op-
tical Performance Monitoring

2.1 Margin Minimization by Optical Performance Moni-
toring with Q-Factor Estimation

Overall margin can be classified into design margin, unal-
located margin, and system margin as summarized in Ta-
ble 1 [6]; the design margin covers the calculation errors
of network design tools; the unallocated margin is uninten-
tionally caused by discrete bauds, signal bandwidths, and
transmission reaches. The system margin accommodates
slowly varying impairments, rapidly varying impairments,
and operator’s buffer. OTS disaggregation imposes a disag-
gregation margin [7].

We consider software-defined networks (SDN) inwhich
the route, spectrum, modulation format, and channel band-
width can be individually controlled by the SDN controller.
The information obtained by the OPMs is transferred over
the optical supervisory channel [12]. In such systems, the ac-
curate transmission performance measurements yielded by
OPM enables precise margin management in a path-by-path
manner, and hence the required margin can be minimized.
Our recently developed built-in-receiver OPM estimates the
Q factor by counting the number of bits corrected in the
forward-error-correction (FEC) process [10] and hence the
performance of optical-path candidates can be calculated in
a fast, accurate, and cost-effective manner. As a result, we
can reduce the design margin assigned to handle uncertain
transmission impairments and the system margin for slowly
varying impairments and disaggregation. The irreducible
margins are the system margins for rapidly varying impair-
ments and operator’s buffer. This is summarized in the right
most column of Table 1.

Table 1 Margin classification.

2.2 Margin Reduction Using Transmission-Quality-Aware
Path Establishment Enabled by Optical Performance
Monitoring

The unallocated margin can be reduced by increasing the
number of signal form candidates. The distance-adaptive
modulation networks that use BVTs [1] adopt the highest-
order modulation format possible for the transmission dis-
tance of each path. Consequently, the unallocated margin
can be reduced and the spectral efficiency is enhanced. To
realize reliable distance-adaptive modulation networks, the
optical channel guard-band bandwidthmust be broad enough
so as to avoid the spectrum narrowing caused byWSS traver-
sal; otherwise, an extra margin must be set to accommodate
the penalty imposed by the spectrum narrowing. The desir-
able solution is to assign the modulation order and channel
bandwidth according to both the transmission distance and
hop count of each path. Figure 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show
the concept of the distance-adaptive method and that of
the distance-/hop count-adaptive method, respectively. The
distance-adaptive method assigns modulation order accord-
ing to the distance, whereas the distance-/hop count-adaptive
method assigns modulation order and channel bandwidth ac-
cording to the distance and hop count. The distance-/hop
count-adaptive method is expected to attain higher spectral
efficiency than the distance-adaptive method. This scheme,
however, necessitates extensive analyses of the transmission
performance considering all path candidates; a large num-
ber of network parameters need to be incorporated and this
incurs infeasible computational loads. To realize adaptive
control of the modulation order and channel bandwidth in a
simple and reliable manner, our OPM utilizes the Q factor.
Since the Q factor is calculated by counting the number of
recovered bits in the FEC process, precise performance es-
timation is possible [10]. The measured Q factors allow us
to assign the highest modulation order and narrowest chan-
nel bandwidth possible for each path while satisfying the
Q-factor requirement. It should be noted that OPM based
on optical spectrum analyses is not effective when the signal
spectrum is narrowed by WSS traversal. The performance
monitoring based on the distribution or statistical moments
of equalized signals [13]–[15] can include the impacts of
spectrum narrowing; however, the estimation error increases
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Fig. 1 Concepts of adaptive networking schemes, where the same net
bitrate is assumed.

the margin needed. In contrast, Q factor is an accurate
metric of system performance as it encompasses all system
impairments and hence precludes the use of excessive mar-
gins. The proposed scheme thus can enhance the spectral
efficiency without precisely considering each impairment.

3. Network Design and Control Algorithm

3.1 Reduction in Spectrum Fragmentation

An optical path can use multiple frequency slots, but these
frequency slots must be consecutively aligned in the fre-
quency domain, which is known as the constraint of spec-
trum contiguity [17]. In elastic optical networks that utilize
many kinds of bandwidths, the constraint yields spectrum
fragments that cannot be assigned to any optical path. The
spectrum fragmentation is magnified by allowing excessive
flexibility in assigning signal spectra. To resolve this issue
with spectrum assignment, we adopt a routing and spectrum
assignment (RSA) algorithm based on the target-frequency
(T-F) spectrum arrangement [16]. Figure 2 provides an ex-
ample of using the T-F method, where 6-, 7-, and 12-slot
channel bandwidths are considered as examples. A target
frequency is set for each channel bandwidth. For a newly ar-
riving optical path connection request, the method searches
for a frequency slot that is nearest to the target frequency
determined for each given channel bandwidth. As a result,
paths with the same channel bandwidth are set around the
corresponding target frequency and hence the probability
of fragmentation is reduced. For further details of the T-F
method, refer to [16]. Note that our transmission-quality-
aware network scheme can be applied independently of de-
fragmentation algorithms [17]; comparison of the numerous
defragmentation schemes is beyond the scope of this paper.

Fig. 2 Example of frequency slot assignment using channel-bandwidth
dedicated target frequency strategy.

Fig. 3 Flowchart of the path-establishment process.

3.2 Network Design and Control Algorithm

Figure 3 depicts the flowchart of the path-establishment pro-
cess, where the T-F method is applied. The procedure is as
follows:

Step 0: Initialization
The highest modulation order and narrowest channel

bandwidth are selected as a candidate.
Step 1: Find route and spectrum in order of priority

Find a route and spectrum that can connect the source
node and destination node in accordance with the following
priority.

1. A route with the shorter hop count
2. A frequency nearer to the target frequency

Step 2: Are the route and spectrum found?
Decide whether the candidate need to be changed.

Step 2.5: Lessen the modulation order and/or broaden the
channel bandwidth in accordance with the priority in the list.

The priority list used in this work is indicated in Fig. 8.
Block the request if the last candidate on the list fails.
Step 3: Does the Q-factor value satisfy the limit?

Establish the tentative path, measure the Q-factor value
of the path using OPM, and judge whether the Q-factor value
surpasses the prescribed limit. The limit is determined by
the FEC threshold and a set margin.
Step 4: Establish the path.

Establish the path using the assigned route, spectrum,
modulation order, and channel bandwidth.
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4. Transmission Experiments

4.1 Experimental Setup

As a preliminary for network analyses, we measured Q fac-
tors as a function of hop count where the modulation order
and channel bandwidth were changed. Figure 4 depicts the
network test-bed used for the measurements. We examined
the 400-Gbps signal formats recommended by OIF [18],
i.e., four-subcarrier 32-Gbaud DP-QPSK signals and two-
subcarrier 32-Gbaud DP-16QAM signals. The number of
simultaneously loaded wavelength channels was four for the
DP-QPSK system and eight for the DP-16QAM system, i.e.
16 subcarriers in both cases. The subcarriers within the sig-
nal were aligned with 37.5-GHz spacing. The channel band-
width was set to 150/162.5/175GHz for the QPSK signal and
75/87.5/100GHz for the 16QAM signal; the values conform
to the ITU-T flexible grid [19]. The power launched into each
fiber was set to 0 dBm per subcarrier. The signals traversed a
40-km single-mode fiber (SMF) followed by variable optical
attenuator (VOA); the span loss was set to 15 dB to emulate
a transmission distance of 80 km. Here, we consider the net-
work has uniform link length. The signal was delivered to
the next node that used an express switch comprised of 1× 8
power splitters (PSs) and 8×1 WSSs in broadcast-and-select
arrangement. The target-signal spectrum was narrowed with
each node traversal. The add/drop parts consisted of mul-
ticast switches (MCSs). In the receiver, the digital-signal-
processing circuit executed dispersion compensation, polar-
ization demultiplexing, carrier-phase estimation, and FEC.
Finally, the OPM derived the Q factor from the number of
bits corrected in the FEC process.

Fig. 4 Network test-bed for the experiment.

4.2 Measured Results

Figure 5 plots the Q factor measured as a function of hop
count; the parameters are the assigned modulation order
and channel bandwidth. The measured results show that
channel bandwidths of 162.5GHz for the QPSK signal and
87.5GHz for the 16QAM signal are sufficient to prevent
the spectrum-narrowing effect. In contrast, serious signal
degradation occurred due to the spectrum-narrowing effect
with assigned channel bandwidths of 150GHz for the QPSK
signal and 75GHz for the 16QAM signal. The maximum
assignable hop count depends on both the target Q factor
and the necessary margin. For example, if we assume the
target Q factor of 5.7 dB and the necessary margin of 2 dB
for the 400Gbps 16-QAM signal, the maximum assignable
hop count is 4 for the 75GHz channel bandwidth and 8 for
the 87.5GHz channel bandwidth.

Figure 6 plots optical signal-to-noise ratio (OSNR)

Fig. 5 Q factor measured as a function of hop count.

Fig. 6 OSNR measured as a function of hop count.
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measured as a function of hop count. Here, we turned off
the target signal and measured the noise level at the target
frequency by using an optical spectrum analyzer in the typ-
ical manner. The noise-level fluctuation due to the signal
elimination was less than 0.1 dB. As mentioned above, Q
factor can show the signal degradation caused by spectrum
narrowing. On the contrary, the OSNR characteristics fail to
demonstrate the same degradation, see Fig. 5 and Fig. 6. As
is clearly indicated, basing the OPM on OSNRmeasurement
fails to support spectrally efficient systems that exhibit se-
vere spectrum narrowing unless an additional margin is used
to fill the gap between Q factor and OSNR. For example,
in our tested systems, a 1 dB additional margin would be
needed to offset the estimation error of OSNR-based perfor-
mance monitoring when the modulation order is 400 Gbps
DP-QPSK and the hop count is 10. As a result, the spectral
efficiency of the network decreases. The effectiveness of our
proposed network scheme is thus enhanced by basing the
OPM on Q-factor measurements.

In the next section, we show that the spectral efficiency
of networks is maximized by appropriately selecting the
modulation orders and channel bandwidths indicated by the
measured results shown in Fig. 5.

5. Network Simulations

5.1 Simulation Setup

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our network control pro-
posal, three scenarios are investigated using different topol-
ogy networks assuming dynamic traffic distributions. Sce-
nario A: distance-adaptive network without OPM, Scenario
B: distance-adaptive networkwithOPM, and ScenarioC: our
proposed transmission-quality-aware network control with
OPM. The points of the three networks are summarized in
Table 2. The spectrum fragmentation is minimized by the
T-F method discussed in Sect. 3.1. We also evaluated the
first-fit (F-F) method as a reference. The tested network
topologies are illustrated in Fig. 7. All inter-node distances
are assumed to be 80 km to match the experimental setup;
note that non-uniform inter-node distances are also possible
since our OPM can precisely estimate the Q-factor value
from the received signal. Path-setup requests are generated
in accordance with a Poisson process and the holding time of
each connection follows a negative exponential distribution.
We assumed that the traffic was uniformly and randomly dis-
tributed. The maximum detour from the minimum-hop path
route is set to 2 hops. The number of fibers in each link of
the network is determined by static network design for each
scheme for each assumed traffic demand; the total number of
fibers needed in a network for the three scenarios is set to be
equal to yield fair comparisons. The available bandwidth of
a fiber is 4,400GHz (i.e. 352 12.5-GHz slots in the C band).
We assume the use of 400-Gbps DP-QPSK and DP-16QAM
signals as in the experiments. The number of required slots
and corresponding bandwidth are summarized in Table 3
and Fig. 8, which are derived by the measured results shown

Table 2 Examined network scenarios.

Fig. 7 Examined network topologies.

Table 3 Modulation formats and the number of assigned slots.

Fig. 8 Network test-bed for the experiment.

in Fig. 5. Small roman numerals in Fig. 8 represent the as-
signment priority mentioned in Fig. 3. In Scenario A and B,
combinations of modulation order and channel bandwidth
are selected out of ii and iv in Fig. 8. In Scenario C, any
combination is selectable. As mentioned in Sect. 4.2, the
number of slots per channel that can completely avoid the
spectrum-narrowing effect are 13 slots (162.5GHz) in the
QPSK system and 7 slots (87.5GHz) in the 16QAM system.
Therefore, 14 slots (175GHz) in the QPSK system and 8
slots (100GHz) in the 16QAM system are excluded from the
candidates in the scenarios examined.

The Q factor at the FEC threshold is set to 5.7 dB [20].
A 2-dB margin is, as an example, set for the fast-varying
impairments and operator’s buffer. As for Scenario A, the
additional margin of 4 dB (i.e. 6 dB in total) is assumed
considering design errors, aging, network loading, and dis-
aggregation. In Scenario B and Scenario C, the margin is
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Fig. 9 Blocking ratio versus the number of paths, where the actually required margin is changed.
The ratios of assigned modulation orders/channel bandwidths are illustrated. A, B, and C denote the
scenarios defined in Sect. 5.1.
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Fig. 10 The number of accommodated paths versus actually required
total margin, where the number of accommodated paths is given by the
value at the blocking ratio of 10−3 shown in Fig. 9.

changed from 2 dB to 6 dB.

5.2 Simulation Results

Figure 9 plots blocking ratios as a function of the total num-
ber of average path requests and a breakdown (% ratios) of
each assigned modulation order/channel bandwidth in each
network. In Scenario A, 16QAM signals cannot be assigned
due to the large margin required. Scenario B and C can uti-
lize 16QAM signals because the margin can be small thanks
to the use of OPM. Moreover, Scenario C can further re-
duce the channel bandwidth thanks to adaptive bandwidth
allocation. The proposed scheme thus can attain the highest
spectral efficiency.

With regard to resource fragmentation, the T-F method
can substantially increase the number of accommodated
paths. In Scenario C, the T-F method outperforms the F-
F method; the number of paths accommodated at the target
blocking ratio of 10-3 is increased by 0–17.7% for British
telecom, 0–19.4% for Telefonica, 0–18.6% for Phoenix, and
0–24.3% for 6×6 depending on the actually requiredmargin.
Note that no improvement is observed when the actually re-
quired margin is 6 dB. This is because only the QPSK signal

with the 150-GHz bandwidth can be utilized due to the large
margin and hence fragmentation is insignificant.

Figure 10 illustrates the number of accommodated paths
at the blocking ratio of 10−3 as a function of actually required
margin, where the results are estimated from Fig. 9. Com-
pared to Scenario A, Scenario B with the T-F method can
increase the number of accommodated paths by 0–94.6%
for British telecom, 0–91.7% for Telefonica, 0–82.4% for
Phoenix, and 0–77.6% for 6 × 6 depending on the actu-
ally required margin; Scenario C, our proposal, can in-
crease the number of accommodated paths by 13.0–108%
for British telecom, 11.8–106% for Telefonica, 10.6–88.4%
for Phoenix, and 9.9–87.9% for 6 × 6.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we discussed the effectiveness of transmission-
quality-aware online network design and provisioning made
possible by the built-in-receiver OPM based on Q-factor
measurement; it offers adaptive control of modulation order
and channel bandwidth for each path in highly dense WDM
networks. The proposed control scheme can substantially
reduce the margin normally needed to offset uncertain trans-
mission impairments and system disaggregation and as a
result the spectral efficiency of the network can be substan-
tially improved. The effectiveness was confirmed by trans-
mission experiments and network analyses. The spectral
efficiency was increased by 9.9–108% compared to conven-
tional distance-adaptive networks. The unallocated margin
can be further reduced by increasing the numbers of modu-
lation formats and channel bandwidths that can be selected,
e.g. using probabilistic shaping or multi-dimensional modu-
lation [21], [22].
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